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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1d and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

A scientific detective story

As collections manager at London’s Natural History Museum, Max 
Barclay has traveled the world in search of rare and previously 
undiscovered insects. So when his 5-year-old son took a break from a 
picnic lunch last March in the museum’s garden and returned with an 
insect in his hand, Barclay could not have guessed that his question – 
“Daddy, what’s this?” – would lead to a global detective hunt that has 
so far baffled Barclay and the world’s other entomologists.
 Despite working with an insect collection of more than 28 million 
specimens, Barclay and his colleagues have been unable to identify 
the almond-shaped critter, about the size of a grain of rice, which 
has in the past year made itself at home in the sycamore trees on the 
19th century museum’s grounds in central London. “My field work 
has taken me all over the world – to Thailand, Bolivia, Peru. So I was 
surprised to be confronted by an unidentifiable species while having 
a sandwich in the museum’s garden,” Barclay says.
 Within three months of the discovery, the insect had become the 
most common species in the garden and was spotted in other central 
London parks, sending Barclay on a worldwide hunt to identify 
it. Correspondence with colleagues around Europe led Barclay 
to discover that the insect, which resembles the common North 
American box elder bug, is actually most closely related to Arocatus 
roeselii, a relatively rare species of seed eaters usually found in 
central Europe. But those bugs are associated with alder trees rather 
than sycamores. An insect specimen found in Nice, France, which 
is now in the collection at the National Museum in Prague, turned 
out to be the same as the mysterious London bug. But that specimen 
had been misidentified as Arocatus roeselii. “There are two possible 
explanations,” says Barclay. “One is that the bug is roeselii, and by 
switching to feed on the sycamores, it has suddenly become more 
abundant, successful and invasive. The other is that the insect in our 
grounds may not be roeselii at all.”
 In recent years, several foreign insects, spiders and beetles have 
been discovered in Britain, a trend many attribute to the ability of 
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such species to survive winters warmed by climate change. In 2005 
Edinburgh Zoo issued a public notice after several panicked Scots 
reported seeing a spider called a false widow, which has a disconcerting 
behavior of rushing toward people who approach it. The spider turned 
out to be quite common – in the Canary Islands.
 Barclay is not convinced that climate change is responsible for 
Britain’s new inhabitants. European integration may be the cause. “It’s 
very difficult to judge,” Barclay says, “because the period of time we 
have seen global warming potentially influencing the insect fauna 
is almost exactly the same period of time since the European Union 
opened up its trade barriers between member states. So in the past 
decade and a half, we’ve been importing a lot more from Italy and 
Spain and Southern France, and we’ve had this climatic change – so 
we have two potential causes.” Whatever the reason for the appearance 
of the new bug in London, Barclay says its spread is harmless. But 
he concedes, “It does show what’s possible if more damaging species 
invade.”
 The struggle to identify the museum insect displays not only the 
mystery of nature but also the fickleness that surrounds the science 
of taxonomy. Figuring out which insects are which can be fiendishly 
difficult; some scientists estimate that we have managed to identify 
only 10% of the insect world so far. The rest, like Barclay’s almond-
shaped mystery bug, are perfectly happy to crawl along without any 
christening or approval from their gargantuan neighbors. But that won’t 
stop scientists like Barclay from trying to give his new chums a proper 
name – that is to say, a Latin one. For Barclay, the question asked by 
his son last March amounts to a calling he still feels compelled to 
answer.                                                            Source: Time, July 17, 2008

The Dumbest Generation? Don’t Be Dumb.

Really, don’t we all know by now that finding examples of teens’ and 
twentysomethings’ ignorance is like shooting fish in a barrel? If you 
want to exercise your eye-rolling or hand-wringing muscles, take your 
pick. Two thirds of high-school seniors in 2006 couldn’t explain an old 
photo of a sign over a theater door reading COLORED ENTRANCE. 
In 2001, 52 percent identified Germany, Japan or Italy, not the Soviet 
Union, as America’s World War II ally. 
 Like professors shocked to encounter students who respond with a 
blank-eyed “huh?” to casual mentions of Pearl Harbor, and like parents 
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appalled that their darling doesn’t know Chaucer from Chopin, Mark 
Bauerlein sees in such ignorance an intellectual, economic and civic 
disaster in the making. In his provocative new book “The Dumbest 
Generation: How the Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and 
Jeopardizes Our Future (Or, Don’t Trust Anyone Under 30),” the 
professor of English offers the usual indicators, grand and slight. He 
gives as evidence a decline in adult literacy and a rise in geographic 
cluelessness.
 He is a little late to this party, of course. The old have been wringing 
their hands about the young’s cultural wastelands and ignorance of 
history at least since admirers of Sophocles and Aeschylus bemoaned 
the popularity of Aristophanes as leading to the end of Greek 
civilization as they knew it. Victorian scholars considered Dickens, 
that plot-loving, sentimental favorite, a lightweight compared with 
other authors of the time. Civilization and culture, high and low, 
survived it all. Can it survive a generation’s ignorance of history? For 
those born from 1980 to 1997, Bauerlein lamented to us, “there is no 
memory of the past,” just like when the Khmer Rouge said “this is day 
zero.” Historical memory is essential to a free people. Fair enough, 
but we suspect that if young people don’t know the import of old 
COLORED ENTRANCE signs it reflects not stupidity but a failure 
of the school system and of society (which is run by grown-ups) to 
require them to know it. Drawing on our own historical memory also 
compels us to note that philosopher George Santayana, too, despaired 
of a generation’s historical ignorance, warning that “those who cannot 
remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” That was in 1905.
 A more fundamental problem is what Bauerlein has in mind by 
“dumbest.” If it means “holding the least knowledge,” then he has 
a case. Gen(eration) Y cares less about knowing information than 
knowing where to find it. A few keystrokes would easily give you 
an answer to any information you need. But if dumb means lacking 
such fundamental cognitive capacities as the ability to think critically 
and logically, to analyze an argument, to learn and remember, to see 
analogies, to distinguish fact from opinion … well, here Bauerlein is 
on shakier ground.
 First, IQ scores in every country that measures them, including 
the United States, have been rising since the 1930s. Since the tests 
measure not knowledge but pure thinking capacity – what cognitive 
scientists call fluid intelligence, in that it can be applied to problems 
in any domain – then Gen Y’s ignorance of facts (or of facts that 
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older people think are important) reflects not dumbness but choice. 
And who’s to say they are dumb because fewer of them than of their 
grandparents’ generation care who wrote the oratorio “Messiah”? 
Similarly, we suspect that the decline in the percentage of college 
freshmen who say it’s important to keep up with political affairs, from 
60 percent in 1966 to 36 percent in 2005, reflects at least in part the 
fact that in 1966 politics in the US determined whether you were 
going to get drafted and shipped to Vietnam. The apathy of 2005 is 
more a reflection of the world outside Gen-Yers’ heads than inside. 
Alienation is not dumbness.
 Bauerlein is not the first scholar to pin the blame for a younger 
generation’s intellectual shortcomings on new technology (television, 
anyone?), in this case judging “the digital age.” But there is no 
empirical evidence that being immersed in instant messaging, texting, 
iPods, videogames and all things online impairs thinking ability. The 
jury is still out on whether these technologies are positive or negative 
for cognition. But they’re definitely changing how people’s brains 
process information.                                 Source: Newsweek, June 2, 2008                            

Prickly charmers
Aristotle believed hedgehogs could predict the weather. Arthur 
Schopenhauer, philosopher, used them to illustrate the challenges 
of human intimacy. Beatrix Potter’s character Mrs Tiggy-Winkle 
has enchanted children and adults alike since 1905, while Sonic, her 
modern-day counterpart, is one of the world’s best-known video game 
characters.
 In this engaging memoir Charming Mammal Hugh Warwick draws 
on 20 years of knowledge to explain why hedgehogs have gained such 
iconic status. He sprinkles his book with facts: hedgehogs snooze 
through the winter in an aptly named hibernaculum; they have up to 
7,000 spines; their fleas are species specific; North America has no 
native hedgehogs although thousands of imported ones are kept as 
pets.
 Mr Warwick also introduces several characters whose obsession 
with hedgehogs is all-encompassing. Most memorable is Zug Standing 
Bear, a former war-crimes investigator, one-time bodyguard to Gerald 
Ford and now owner of Buttercup, whose athletic prowess won her a 
gold medal at the International Hedgehog Olympic Games in Denver, 
Colorado. As they say, it takes all sorts.

Source: The Economist, December 30, 2008
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Call of the Wild. The Howling Miller

Anyone familiar with the films of Ingmar Bergman or the writing of 
Halldor Laxness knows that grim hilarity is the stock in trade of many 
a 20th-century Nordic artist. Maybe a little black humor enables a 
person to better endure the harsh climate and rugged terrain. 
 A case could certainly be made after reading the Finnish writer 
Arto Paasilinna’s novel, which takes place in post-World War II 
Lapland. The protagonist, Gunnar Huttunen, arrives one day at a 
sleepy, woodsy canton in the province and quickly sets up a shingling 
service run out of a decrepit mill. (Huttunen’s scruffy mien mirrors 
Lapland’s real-life heraldic symbol: a bearded, shirtless man holding 
a club across his shoulders.) His provenance is under suspicion, and 
he has a tendency to howl during his periodic “attacks of depression,” 
but he’s remarkably handy and industrious. “He’s crazy, but he splits 
good tiles and they’re reasonably priced,” the local farmers conclude. 
(The author himself bears a workaday resemblance to Huttunen: his 
publishers identify him as “by turns a woodcutter, agricultural laborer, 
journalist and poet” – and, no slouch himself, he’s written more than 
20 novels.) 
 The narrative, with its episodic chapters and fablelike tone, follows 
Huttunen’s interactions with an amused eye. Prescribed a potent drug 
to cure his howling, Huttunen impetuously downs a handful of pills 
and goes on a midnight rampage through his neighbors’ properties. 
He is shipped off to a mental hospital in the nearby city of Oulu and 
declared a manic-depressive. 
 Paasilinna describes the frenetic inner workings of his characters’ 
minds with an expert touch. In one finely wrought passage, Huttunen’s 
female friend, Sanelma, imagines having Huttunen’s baby: “He’d be 
at least three foot at birth. No one would dare breast-feed him, this 
deranged cherub fathered by a lunatic. He wouldn’t burble away like 
an ordinary newborn, but would howl like his father. Or whine at 
least. Normal children’s clothes wouldn’t fit him; she’d have to sew 
him sailor trousers to wear in his cot. He’d grow a beard by the time 
he was 5.” It is Paasilinna’s gift in this gem of a novel to wring humor 
from the most desperate of circumstances.

Source: The New York Times, December 28, 2008
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Suomenkieliset koulut: 
Lue seuraavat tekstit ja vastaa niiden pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi 
kysymyksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs följande texter och ge sedan ett kort svar på svenska på frågorna 
a–e. Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten 
för språkproven.

Dark Horse 
The future of biofuel may lie in one word: algae. The tiny primitive 
plants can produce a lot of oil in a little space. Solazyme in South San 
Francisco leases the vast fermentors used in industrial processes to 
grow specially tailored strains of algae in the dark. The algae swim 
in a bath of sugar water that delivers the sustenance they need to 
produce copious quantities of oil. The company can select different 
types of algae and alter the conditions they grow in to produce various 
oils that can be turned into diesel fuel, plastics or other products. 
“Some strains come from a swamp in Africa; some strains come from 
a high-altitude snowfield in South America,” says Harrison Dillon, a 
microbiologist and co-founder.
 The firm has already produced thousands of gallons of oil, though 
not at “commercial economics,” as Dillon puts it. Notably, the 
company car, a diesel Jeep, runs on the stuff. And the U.S. Military 
and the American Society for Testing and Materials have certified the 
diesel for a broad range of vehicles; the company plans to open its 
first dedicated production facility later this year. Dillon says refining 
production and scaling up processes will allow Solazyme to make 
algal oil a feedstock for diesel fuel that will cost only $2 per gallon. 
Because sunlight is not needed, improvements are easier to come by, 
he maintains. Solazyme may be the algae company furthest along 
in producing different oils at commercial volumes, which could 
potentially be used in everything from jets to kitchens. 

Source: Scientific American Earth 3.0, 2008

a) Mitä Solazyme valmistaa levistä ja miten?
 Vad tillverkar Solazyme av alger, och hur?

b) Miten pitkälle tuotteen kehittelyssä on päästy?
 Hur långt har man kommit i produktutvecklingen? 
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Vertical farming 
Why not grow grains, vegetables and fruits right where the expanding 
crowds of consumers are: in the middle of a city, inside a tall glass 
building? Poultry and pork could be reared there, too. A vertical farm 
would drastically reduce the fossil-fuel use and emissions associated 
with farm machinery and trucking, as well as the spread of fertilizer 
and its runoff. Crops could grow and be harvested year-round instead 
of at the end of one season, multiplying annual yield by at least four 
times. Urban agriculture could also convert municipal wastewater 
into irrigation water, reducing a city’s refuse problem. And consumers 
would get the freshest food possible, without pesticides.
 Sceptics worry that indoor crops would have to be genetically 
modified to thrive, but Dickson Despommier of Columbia University, 
who has championed the movement, says such alteration is unnecessary, 
“we can match their growth characteristics with temperature and 
humidity conditions and nutrition profiles.”
 Although real estate in cities would seem too pricey for farming, 
Despommier’s graduate students surveyed New York City and found 
many abandoned buildings and lots where high-rise farms could 
sprout. “You can do this on the rooftops of hospitals and schools,” 
which would use the food in their own kitchens. “You can do this 
along the periphery but still within city limits. You can do this on open 
stretches of air force bases and airports and city islands.”

Source: Scientific American Earth 3.0, 2008

c) Mitä tekstissä ehdotetaan, ja millä eri tavoin tämä hyödyttäisi  
 nimenomaan kaupunkilaisia?
 Vad föreslår man i texten, och på vilka olika sätt skulle detta  
 vara till nytta i synnerhet för stadsbor?

d) Miksi ehdotus herättää epäilyksiä?
 Varför väcker förslaget tvivel?

e) Mitä Despommier teetti opiskelijoillaan?
 Vad lät Despommier sina studenter göra?
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 1. What is Max Barclay’s job?
  A He travels around the world to see insect collections
  B He looks for items for his museum
  C He is the main director of the Natural History Museum 

 2. What did Barclay’s son do?
  A He ran away from the museum garden
  B He dismayed the world’s entomologists
  C He found something interesting

 3. What do we learn about the unknown insect?
  A Its size, shape and habitat
  B Where it’s from and what it eats
  C That it had lived in London for years

 4. Why did Barclay contact colleagues worldwide?
  A He was worried about the bug spreading fast
  B The insect had caused much harm in London parks
  C He wanted to know if anyone knew the insect

 5. Where can an identical bug be seen?
  A In Nice, France
  B In Prague, the Czech Republic
  C In the National Museum in London

 6. What created a problem for the scientists?
  A That the insect lived in another tree than the sycamore
  B That the insect defied final identification
  C That the insect was from the American continent 

 7. Why had some Scots panicked?
  A They had spotted a poisonous spider in Edinburgh Zoo 
  B They had been scared by a threatening spider 
  C They feared they had killed a rare spider

 8. What does Barclay think are the possible reasons for new   
 species in Britain?
  A Global warming and traveling
  B European Union inhabitants and climatic change
  C Freer trade and warmer climate

8
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 9. What challenge do entomologists still face?
  A Few insects have other than Latin names
  B Only a small minority of insects are known
  C That many insects will soon die out
 
10. What is said about American high school students in the first
  paragraph?
  A They irritate their elders by their bad manners
  B Many don’t have a very solid knowledge of history
  C Many don’t have any interest in schoolwork

11. What is new in Prof. Bauerlein’s ideas?
  A He sees the young differently
  B Nothing really, they are age-old
  C He concentrates on American youth

12. What does the writer think of young people’s poor knowledge  
 of history?
  A Young Americans don’t really care about history
  B Society should take more responsibility
  C There should be more history in schools 

13. Why aren’t the young interested in knowing facts?
  A They are not used to holding on to knowledge
  B They know that facts are easily available
  C They know that facts change fast

14. What change has taken place in many countries over the past  
 few decades?
  A People’s thinking abilities have improved
  B People’s educational level has risen
  C The use of IQ tests has become more common

15. Why was it important for young American males to follow   
 politics in 1966?
  A There was an imminent threat of war
  B The 60s was a very turbulent political decade
  C They may have faced sudden life changes 

16. Why are today’s young Americans less interested in politics?
  A Current politics doesn’t relate to them
  B There’s nothing dramatic going on
  C They are so apathetic

9
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17. What is wrong with Bauerlein’s accusation?
  A The bad influence of new technology hasn’t been proved
  B He doesn’t seem to know the latest technology
  C He gives false evidence for his arguments

18. What do Mrs Tiggy-Winkle and Sonic have in common?
  A They are both fictive figures
  B They are both loved by children
  C They both live in the woods

19. What makes hedgehogs special for many Americans?
  A They have different kinds of bugs
  B They sleep through the winter
  C They afford pleasure to many

20. Why is Buttercup famous?
  A She worked for Gerald Ford
  B She excelled in sports
  C She helped to solve war crimes

21. What is said about the Nordic sense of humor?
  A It has been influenced by weather and nature 
  B It is hard for other nations to understand
  C It is hilarious and crazy

22. What do Huttunen and Lapland’s heraldic symbol have in common?
  A They are both old-fashioned 
  B They look like each other
  C They are both based on real-life figures 

23. What is the local farmers’ attitude towards Huttunen?
  A They appreciate his skills
  B They find him untrustworthy
  C They think he is reasonable

24. Why is Huttunen taken to a mental hospital?
  A He had tried to harm himself
  B He had taken strong drugs
  C He had attacked his neighbors

25. What is said about Huttunen’s child?
  A He is much like his father
  B He does not exist
  C He is big and strong 
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Saving Private Ryan  

I have discovered a fundamental law of 

teaching: it is almost impossible to print 

off enough copies of letters for pupils 

__26__ home to their parents or carers. 

In fact, at a conservative estimate, you 

need to print 8,000 copies of each letter 

for each pupil. That way, perhaps one or 

two copies would __27__ it home. 

 We had to send letters out to the Year 

9s (__28__ thirteen to fourteen) for 

their parents to give permission for us 

to show __29__ the opening sequence 

from Saving Private Ryan in preparation 

for the school visit to Normandy. After 

several weeks of continuous reminders 

we eventually got the necessary slips in, 

and the showings commenced. 

 It is quite incredible how different 

classes from the same year can be. I 

ended up having to show the film to 

three out of the four groups. The first 

lot watched with transfixed interest, and 

shrieked __30__ excitement when the 

US Rangers’ sharpshooter aimed his rifle 

26. A take
 B to take
 C taking
 D taken

27. A do
 B find
 C make
 D work

28. A age
 B ages
 C aged
 D aging

29. A to them
 B for them
 C them
 D those

30. A for
 B in
 C of
 D with

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY 

Read texts 2.1a and 2.1b carefully and for each item choose the 
alternative that best fits the context. Mark your answers (26–55) on 
the optical answer sheet in pencil.
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and killed one of the enemy machine-

gunners. The second class watched with 

equal fascination but sat in dumbfounded 

silence when we finished before gradually 

breaking into a moving and touching 

reflection on what they had seen. This 

was __31__ the fact that I had let the film 

run to the point where the priest arrives 

to tell Private Ryan’s mother that his three 

brothers __32__ killed. 

 The third class were giggly to begin 

with, but the giggles soon stopped. I was 

sitting at the back and I hadn’t noticed 

what effect it was having __33__ I walked 

to the front just as the priest’s car drew 

up. I was confronted with a sea of tear-

sodden faces, which took me almost to 

the point of no return too. I packed them 

off five minutes early to go and ruminate 

in private. 

 Actually, they were fine about it, but I 

wondered – should we show them this sort 

of thing? And the answer has to be yes, 

because the world they live in is a product 

of that age, and we are not immune to it 

either. One of them told me the following 

day that __34__ 18-year-old brother is 

serving in Iraq. She only sees him twice a 

year and lives in continual fear of __35__ 

might happen to him.

31. A apart
 B despite
 C in spite
 D regardless

32. A are
 B were
 C have been
 D had been

33. A after
 B before
 C until
 D when

34. A his
 B her
 C their
 D a

35. A something
 B that
 C what
 D which

12



 Saving Private Ryan’s story might 

be fiction and shameless emotional 

manipulation, but the setting and 

circumstances aren’t – thousands of 

parents received those horrible letters 

__36__ 6 June 1944. Omaha Beach 

was bloody for a reason and with our 

trip looming I knew the pupils would 

appreciate __37__ the enormity of the 

undertaking because now they have an 

inkling of the sacrifices made then, and 

still being made by families today.

Source: BBC History magazine, October, 2008

Stronger than steel

For the opening race of the Eastern U.S. 

collegiate cycling season, Nick Frey, 

__38__ the under-23 national time-trial 

champion, had left his $13,000 carbon-

fiber team bike at home. What he brought 

__39__ was an even more recent model: a 

racing bike he and friends had made from 

bamboo.

 Pioneers beyond the bike world are 

discovering that bamboo __40__ be 

the most useful raw material ever to be 

overlooked. __41__ a common building 

material in many tropical countries, it’s 

considered “the poor man’s timber,” and 

in the West it’s __42__ decorative. As the 

36. A after
 B at
 C since
 D in

37. A much
 B plenty
 C more
 D both

38. A newly
 B currently
 C constantly
 D lately

39. A instead
 B in case
 C in place
 D on the spot

40. A can
 B may
 C must
 D will

41. A Yet
 B But
 C Although
 D Even if

42. A primary
 B mainly
 C foremost
 D barely
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world __43__ green, however, bamboo’s 

essential qualities are beginning to win 

converts. 

 Despite its lowly reputation, bamboo 

may be the strongest __44__ on the 

planet. It has greater tensile strength (or 

resistance to being pulled __45__) than 

steel, and it withstands compression better 

than concrete. Both qualities are essential 

to keeping the plant, which grows to 

nearly 60 meters but is only as wide at 

the base as the very top, from falling over. 

Bamboo’s strength is in its ability to bend, 

and that’s __46__ miracle.

 The Western mind is also opening to 

bamboo’s environmental qualities. In both 

temperate and tropical climates, it grows 

as quickly and abundantly __47__ a weed. 

Though most often used as an alternative 

to timber, bamboo is technically a type of 

grass. In fact, it grows faster than __48__ 

other grass – in some conditions well over 

a meter a day. It also __49__ considerably 

more oxygen from carbon dioxide than 

trees and more effectively binds __50__ 

to prevent erosion.

 Bamboo is still a niche material in 

the United States, but it’s catching on. 

Smith Fong first cracked the markets in 

1989 with flooring and, later, a laminated 

bamboo sheet called “plyboo.”

43. A is
 B turns
 C comes
 D goes

44. A staff
 B stuff
 C matter
 D constituent

45. A apart
 B off
 C out
 D up

46. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

47. A like
 B as
 C than
 D so

48. A one
 B any
 C no
 D some

49. A demands
 B produces
 C needs
 D requires

50. A earth
 B ground
 C soil
 D land
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 Bike designer Craig Calfee says it’s 

only a matter of time before bamboo 

sweeps the bike-racing world, and he 

__51__ know. Calfee pioneered the use 

of carbon fiber, the gold standard for elite 

bicycle frames since the __52__. Now he 

says bamboo may be __53__, offering a 

better combination of stiffness (for power 

efficiency) and compliance (for vibration 

dampening).

 Frey and three engineering students 

are picking up Calfee’s torch, __54__ to 

refine the design and reduce the price. 

Riding a bamboo bike, says Frey, “is 

like __55__ comfortable loafers and 

having the efficiency of track spikes.” 

It’s a technological wonder – that nature 

already built.
Source: Newsweek, Oct. 2008

51. A may
 B can
 C ought
 D should

52. A 1990
 B 1990s
 C 19th century
 D 90 years

53. A super
 B superb
 C superior
 D surplus

54. A aiming
 B meaning
 C going
 D thinking

55. A to wear
 B to use
 C wearing
 D using

Fill in the blanks using suggestions when given. Write your answers 
in the given order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each answer 
on a separate line. Please write clearly.

A Letter to My Son On Election Night

What does Barack Obama’s election mean 

to you? It means many things. When you 

are older, we will talk about how African-

2.2
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American children, like their parents and 

grandparents, have struggled to overcome 

the feeling that no matter how hard they 

study and work and try, there are barriers 

– __1__ visible, others hidden but still 

there – that block their way. The feeling 

that we can rise, but only so far. I did not 

want you to grow up believing that bitter 

remnants of the past could hold power 

over your future. I wanted to be able to 

tell you that it wasn’t true – that you could 

be __2__ you wanted to be. But I couldn’t 

quite believe it myself. Now I do.

 With Obama’s election, I can mean it 

when I tell you that the world is available 

to you. No election can wipe away racism, 

and bigotry will show itself to you in ways 

subtle and not. But it is easier today than it 

was yesterday to see that racism, __3__ a 

barrier, is now more like a hurdle. Barack 

Obama faced hurdles but succeeded, and 

you can, too. You are only four months 

old, but already I dream of what a great 

rocket scientist you’d be. 

 If you do become president, it won’t 

be just because you __4__ the votes 

of people who look __5__ you. This 

election was such a triumph because it 

tested our nation’s fundamental promise 

of equality – and we as a nation passed. 

Black Americans did not elect Obama. 

 1. toiset/några

 2. mitä tahansa /

 vad som helst

 3. joka ennen oli /

 som var tidigare

 4. win

 5.



Americans did. __6__ every African-

American in the country had voted for 

him, it would not have been enough. He 

will enter __7__ White House with the 

support and good wishes of millions of 

people of all races, colors and creeds.

 Yet this hope of greater expectations for 

ourselves comes with greater expectations 

on ourselves. We can no longer look to 

blame outside forces __8__ our failures. 

If you want to be like Obama, you have to 

work and work hard. He __9__ not simply 

dream of being president; he summoned 

the discipline to get there.

 I speak from experience. In eighth 

grade, I made a contract with myself: I 

was going to Yale. I worked hard in college 

and graduated. Along the way, there were 

__10__ of people who doubted me and 

said unkind things, and not all of them 

were white. Don’t let anyone mess with 

your mind or steer you from your goals. 

All of us have to defy stereotypes. Your 

dad is white, which means technically you 

are biracial – but that’s black in America. 

If anyone doubts your “authenticity,” you 

can tell them that you want to be as black 

as the man behind the desk in the Oval 

Office.

Source: Newsweek, November 17, 2008

 6. Vaikka/Fastän

 7.

 8.

 9.

10. paljon/många
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3 PRODUCTION

Write a composition of between 150 and 250 words on one of the 
following topics. Please write clearly on the notebook paper (konsepti-
paperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count the 
number of words in your essay and write it at the end.

1.  Dear Fellow Europeans

You will be participating in European Youth Week and will give a 
speech on a topic you find important to all young Europeans. Write 
this speech.

2.  No way!

You live in England and there are plans to build a new motorway 
which will pass very close to your home. Write a letter to be published 
in a local paper giving your opinion about the plan.

3.  Can one person change the world for the better?

Write about one person living today who you believe will do much 
good for the world. Defend your view.

4.  James Bond – a hero of the past?

A film magazine has invited its readers to take part in a writing 
competition under the title above. The winning entry will be published. 
Write your article about James Bond for the magazine.
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KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–d  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    30  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 30 p. 3

2.2    10  x  1–0 p. |  x 1 10 p. 4

3        99 p. 7
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


